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Guest speaker : Russell Green, Chief umpire of  Congressional cup in California 2018 and 

long-time Legal /Rules advisor for Emirates Team NZ/ America’s Cup 

Note special opening time : 7pm. This annual dinner will be same as last year—buffet 

style, $35 per plate, payable by cash or EFTPOS to the caterers on the night.  Dinner 

starts 7:30pm   Our caterers  will  need to  know  numbers in advance, so please let us 

know you are coming (or not). Those who have email will have  a personal invitation 

with options, please reply either yes or no, if you select “maybe” then I’ll chase you. 

Yes,  please invite your friends and show them what CANANZ is all about.  If  you  are  

inviting others along , let us know at bobmcdavitt@hotmail.com 
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2019 voyage to Tahiti crusing notes by Tony Whiting.  

 

I came into the cockpit of Taranui 3, a Kauri Whiting 47 
cutter, for my 3am watch this morning to be greeted by a 
wonderful sight, we have a near full moon directly aft of us 
(we are heading due East) and we seem to be just sliding 
along this golden path of moon sheen on the water, quite 
extraordinary. I was sitting in the cockpit, sipping my Maggi 
chicken noodle soup and marvelling at the view, the ocean 
swells highlighted in this reflection, T3 rising so gracefully 

up each wave and gliding down the other side, when a shearwater flew right across this 
path, surprised me in a lovely way. We continue to be watched over by our bird friends 
as they too head to the eastern Pacific and many of them, the Bullers Shearwater espe-
cially, will fly right up the West Coast of the USA to return to breed on the Poor Knights 
islands next Southern Summer. We also saw another big albatross yesterday, a Royal Al-
batross (Diomedea e. epomophora) which breeds at Taiaroa Head off Dunedin and also 
at the Chatham's and Campbell Island. 
 
Since leaving Auckland on May 14th, we have continued to sail up the Kermadec trench 
until we got the OK from our weather guru, Bob McDavitt, to turn East. He has guided us 
well so far and the weather GRIB files that we download through the radio & modem, 
agree with this. Last night we crossed a section of the Kermadec Trench that was nearly 
10,000 metres deep. What's down there one would wonder.  
Since we have been sailing we have had wind aft of the beam and our best days run has 
been 210 N Miles with a max speed of 13 knots, not bad for an 18 tonne Kauri boat built 
in 1975 we say. Currently the wind has clocked to the South from the WSW that we had 
and is blowing between abt 14 knots and 23 with an increase if a rain squall passes over 
us, only had 2 tonight. We tend to reduce sail at night as there is only one on watch  to 
reduce sail in a hurry and we don't want to do damage, especially so early in this jour-
ney. 
 
Our sturdy crew, Ian Westwood and Sefton Powrie (classic "SY Ilex") are doing great and 
enjoying the ship and we are getting into a good rythym, had cottage pie last night and 
we are eating our veggie's and having fruit too. The watch system we have settled into is 
one that I like for 3 people, we do 3 hours on and 6 hours off (usually sleeping at night 
and cat naps in the day) which is a 27 hour rota. This means each person gets a 6-9pm 
and a 3-6 am watch every 3 days. This is great as you get the sundown and the sunrise 
on this watch. 
 
We are now 730 NM from Auckland and this could be 1/3 of the way already but this 
depends on the winds we get and the fronts going through and we make our Easting. 
For those of you with a chart we were at 33deg 31S & 173 deg 28W and heading for the 
Louisville Ridge, an undersea mountain chain that we cross over, we may even see an-



other boat. Nothing seen since leaving Gt Barrier 3 days ago, that's OK, we have the 
birds and the beauty of "Our Mother Ocean" all around us. 
After the Austral Group, we will sail to the Tuamotos, on to Tahiti, the Leeward Isle's, 
Huahine, Raiatea, Tahaa, and we will sail from Bora Bora in late August, heading home 
via Suwarrow and Vavau, Tonga. Estimated home time mid November. 
I'll try and keep you updated, a fun adventure so far! 
Tony Whiting 
CANANZ member 
yacht "Taranui 3" 
======================================================================= 
 
KATIPO VOYAGING by Don Brazier  

KATIPO cat  on a  mooring at 
Port Vila, slightly to right of cen-
tre with the tall white wind 
vane.  Sadly in the background 
are some wrecks left by Cyclone 
PAM> 

 

 

 

Currently I am moored  in the Harbour in Port Vila after a generally light weather voyage 
last month up from Opua.  My boat is a forty foot catamaran which I built and then 
launched in 1988, so we have covered quite a few miles together over the years. 

Our intended departure from Howick was delayed by high winds and also an adjustment 
had to be made to the hydraulic drive control system. The next day June 11th brought 
very light winds as we dropped the mooring lines and headed for Opua to check out of 
Customs. 

It was a great stroke of luck that on this coastal passage the alternator decide to fail and 
not on the ocean passage later !  We managed to replace it in Opua.  Burnsco in Opua 
kindly allowed us to put the contents of our freezer into theirs while we sorted out our 
electrical problems.  We have quite a large solar array but decided on a battery update 
too while on the job and transferred some batteries from my son's  trimaran which he 
has out of the water at present,  working on for a few months. 

Within 48 hours everything was sorted and after topping up with diesel and water we 
were away on the tide and out to sea. 

There were two crew Steve and Ted ( a CANANZ member ) both retired from teaching 
and both having  sailed on Katipo on other voyages at different times. We shared the 
watches and and had some overlap at night since these are the most tiring and some-
times difficult.  It always is amazing to see the vast number of stars on a clear night at 
sea , one tends to forget when living in a city most of the time. 



Ted the master helmsman was always busy and made sure the log was always up to 
date. Steve took on the role of looking after the galley and did a marvellous job serving 
great meals whatever the conditions. Everyone worked together as a great team and I 
am most grateful to have had such a good crew. 

Communications  

Despite his busy life at work and at home, with a young family, my son Shay received 
our daily position reports and sent through to us any relevant information. 

Sailing to Vanuatu 

It was a fairly unusual mixed bag of weather, mainly light winds and at one point we 
were trapped between two systems in a large area of calm. It was like the poem of the 
Ancient Mariner with not even a ripple on the glassy surface of the ocean. This was not 
all bad news however, as it gave us a chance to dry out wet clothes and gear and have 
some longer spells of sleep. 

The worst weather occurred one day near the Island of Erromango when we were sail-
ing along slowly in light winds with a poled out Genoa.  With seemingly no  warning the 
wind veered by 90 degrees and and was suddenly blowing over 40 knots. I have never 
experienced anything quite like it in the last thirty years of sailing !  

Fortunately it was daylight and we quickly ran off and got the boat under control with 
reduced sail. We were on a fair course but it was a miserable day with rain and strong 
winds for the rest of the day. Interestingly after our arrival in Port Vila we had a chat to 
another sailor who was in the same area at this time on his 30 foot keeler and had ex-
actly the same alarming experience. 

During the voyage we saw a couple of albatross just  north  of New Zealand. A few 
ocean   petrels and later Tropic birds and the amazing looking fork tailed frigate birds as 
we neared the islands of Vanuatu.  We saw no whales or dolphins and caught no fish on 
the lure which Steve optimistically trailed behind Katipo. 

The trade winds usually reliably blow generally from the SE direction but chose to blow 
from the NW as we approached Efate Island. Time was becoming a little short as Ted 
had to fly out of Port Vila shortly to Australia and the USA and we had already been de-
layed by light winds and calms, so the decision was made to start up the small noisy die-
sel and motor to windward all night. It was one of those pitch black, moonless nights 
and we were only about three miles off shore. A few scattered lights glowed in the dis-
tance where there were small villages.  Steve and Ted did a great job steering in rotation 
all night while I kept a close watch for small fishing boats and any other dangers. 

We hove to off the entrance to the main bay in Port Vila two hours before dawn and had 
a little sleep in turn.  As the sun rose we motored in through the fairly narrow but well 
marked entrance following a freighter which had just picked up the harbour pilot. 

We anchored in the yacht quarantine area marked on the chart and tried to no avail to 
contact customs on the VHF several times that morning.  We eventually discovered that 
a  dinghy   trip was required to their office at the furthest end of the bay. 



Once customs and immigration had been attended to we were free to move onto one of 
the moorings at Yachting World one the yacht service companies. 

It is a great spot , only a short row to shore where there are showers and you can have a 
big bag of your washing done and folded all for $14.  There are local cafes and restau-
rants along the dock and most places you need in town are only a fairly short walk away. 

English and Bislama are spoken and everyone from officials to shop keepers to folk in the 
street are very friendly. Crime rate is said to be low.  

The crew have all flown away to their next phase of their adventures and once my wife 
Denise flies in from Auckland this week we will likely sail northwards to explore other is-
lands in the group. We may hopefully even see some Dugongs! 

 

For those interested in learning a little more about Katipo's equipment I have added a 
few notes below:- 

I have spent much time in the last year refitting and upgrading Katipo. 

The old manual anchor winch which has served well for thirty years has been replaced by 
an electric Maxwell winch.  Better for my back but also because in the Pacific Islands one 
occasionally has to anchor in 20 metres or more which makes anchor retrieval hard 
work. Much different from your average shallow anchorage in the Hauraki Gulf ! 

Most Cruising boats seem to have furling headsails. I finally gave in and bought a furler 
too. Certainly saves a lot of hard work on the foredeck changing sails, and likely allows 
one to sail with an ideal sail balance at all times. 

I added an extra 100 watts of solar to the 280 watts I already had. Certainly great in the 
tropics but during the early part of the trip from NZ I could have used more.  Part of the 
issue is shading of some panels when sailing. 

Batteries -  it would be great to change to Lithium ion for lighter weight, great level of 
discharge  and greater capacity possibilities.  Maybe later ? 

Windvane   I built one economically  in 1994 from the book on Self  steering  by Bill 
Belcher who used to live on Waiheke Island.  It has probably now been used for about 
13,000 ocean miles and keeps going.  I originally slightly modified the design and it oper-
ates a thin, light aluminium tube to a trim tab on one of my stern hung rudders.  I have a 
'spare' trim tab if needed on the other rudder.  

My old Navman instruments died some while ago and of course spares are no longer 
available.  The new wind, depth and boat speed log Garmin ones have been working 
well. The old Navman chart plotter which I had for years, had a very small screen and 
was not user friendly but at the time seemed great.  

What a pleasure it is now to instead have a 12.9 inch apple iPad in a waterproof case 
with INavX and Navionic charts. Touch screen and easily seen on its mounting in the cen-
tral Pod on the boat. It is quickly unplugged and can be kept below if security is an issue 
in Port. 



I have had an AIS for a few years and strongly recommend buying one. 

Likewise a satellite phone is a great asset and can be used in conjunction with a lap top 
to down load/ send emails via sail mail, weather etc. 

New systems with Iridium Go  and Predict wind are now available.  Technology is chang-
ing life on board at quite a rate! 

However, if you have read the book 'South Sea Vagabonds ' by John Wray it will remind 
you what can be achieved with just the basics! 

Remember nothing replaces vigilance and keeping a good watch at all times! 

Regards to all, Don Brazier 

======================================================================= 
 
SOUTHWEST WINDS by  Bob  McDavitt  

Last time we looked at the westerlies of the roaring forties and how the 
Main Divide turns them into north-westerlies.  This column looks at 
South-westerly flow.  

 

Cold and dampish  

South-westerly winds 
bring a touch of cool from 
the Southern Ocean. They 
are damp, because their 
cold air is close to its dew 
point having picked up wa-
ter vapour from the sea 
(high relative humidity). 

However, cooler air con-
tains less moisture than 
warm air, so south-
westerlies, having a low 
dewpoint, are not very hu-
mid or muggy and thus do 

not bring heavy rain. In the satellite picture, all the ocean where south-west winds are 
blowing is covered by piddling shower clouds.   

 

So, showers characterise a south-westerly flow. They harbinger winter, lowering both 
freezing level and snow level. The formula for snow-making is to take cold air and mois-
ten it; and the sou’wester does this well, especially on southwest-facing slopes. It can 
drift the snow till it overhangs ridge crests and avalanches off on the north-east side - 
perhaps into a “sheltered” valley.  South-westerly winds are usually stronger aloft than 
at sea level or in valleys.  



Split decisions 

Western slopes take the brunt of 
wind and rain from the Tasman 
Sea, as evidenced by the change 
of vegetation across the Divide. 
However, there’s sometimes 
enough  

southerly in a south-westerly to 
give it an impact on eastern 
slopes.  

When the angle of the flow is  

almost along the Divide, the 
south-west end of the country 
becomes like the bow of a ship, 
splitting the incoming flow into 
two wings. Weather people call 
this situation a “critical 
sou’wester,” meaning that a 

small change in wind orientation makes a large difference to which side of the country 
gets damp cold winds and which side goes into “rain shadow”. In the mountains at such a 
time, remember that a small change in the positions of the surrounding high and low 
pressure systems can decide whether you’ll be sheltered or shattered. Forecasts convey 
this as “a disturbed southwesterly flow” or “a critical southwest flow”. 

 

Albatross 

Last time I mentioned the wind tower in Athens with carved 
figures representing the prevailing winds. Such a tower in New 
Zealand should have an albatross on its south-west corner. The 
bird’s black feathers would remind us that the south-
westerlies fly in from the dark cold of the Southern Ocean. Its 
white feathers remind us of snow. Two wings would show that 

the wind can be split in two halves by our Main Divide. Finally, the albatross’s droppings 
remind us that a sou’wester is damp but not overly humid and good at making hail.  

 

Next time 

Most south-west systems have cyclonic (clockwise-turning) isobars, and their winds thus 
peel off to the east of the South Island. If there is some kind of combination with another 
low-pressure system further north, then a southerly may reach north-east beyond Christ-
church. It may then bring storm-force winds to Wellington and snow to the Desert Road. 
My next column will be about this “old man” southerly”. 



 


